
Thersites 
 
Lament you Venuses and Cupids 

and all who have anything to do with Venus. 

 

My mistress 's sparrow is dead 

the sparrow that was her pet 

that she loved more than her own eyes. 

It was her darling and it knew her 

as well as a girl knows her own mother. 

and would never leave her Iap, 

but used to jump from perch to perch there 

piping all the time, and only to her. 

 

Now it's going down a dark road. 

to a place no one comes back from. 

Shame upon you. wicked shades of hell 

that swallow up all lovely things. 

What a lovely sparrow you have taken. 

O what a crime! Poor little sparrow! 

Because of this sparrow the, poor little eyes 

of my lovely lady are all red and 

swollen with weeping. 

 

My trendy friend Thersites had an irritating time the other day with the still relentlessly 

juvenile Catullus (who has just rhymed lunis with Iuniis for the 453rd time). They were 

listening in to a conference of literary critics analysing one of Catullus' little poems – to wit, 

the one about Lesbia's dead sparrow. Thersites always likes to feel up with the latest 

fashions and got slightly annoyed when Catullus broke down half-way through the 

proceedings and had to be carried out weeping helplessly with laughter. In the belief that 

Omnibus's open-minded and perceptive readership would welcome even a truncated 

account of the proceedings, Thersites asked me to present from his notes a readable 

account of the thoughts of some of our greatest critics. 

 

The scene: Lunschön-Vauscher Institut, Heinz-Meanz-Beanz, W. Germany. A collection of 

tremendous bores, all wearing lapel-badges as if they have forgotten who they are, are 

sitting round a table, looking severe and shaking their heads at the 'dangerous' views flying 

about, as if holding an opinion about the date of a Horace ode were the equivalent of living 

in a nuclear testing-zone. 



 

The heroes assemble 

 

Among those present are: 

 

Prof. O'Pography (Dublin), who believes that any poem can be traced to a specific historical 

event, and is famous for demonstrating the weather conditions under which it was 

composed. 

 

Jawohl Meingott (Heineken), the anthropologist who sees deeply important parallels 

between Latin poetry and the lost ritual folklore of the Great Taplin Isle hunters of the third 

millennium BC. 

 

François Persiflage (U. of the Sorbet, Paris), a genericist who can demonstrate that any 

poem is exactly the same as any other, merely using different words. 

 

Prof. Dr Dr Dr Dr Dr Dr Dr Dr (that's enough doctorates.Ed.) Delicto Flagrande, with his 

research assistant Giustuno Cornetto, authorities on ancient sexual practice. 

 

Lotte Overalls (Bruce, NSW), a feminist who expresses her solidarity with oppressed 

womenfolk all over the world by wearing dungarees and swearing, and believes that all 

literature is anti-woman. 

 

Archibald ('Archie') Type, the English textual critic who puts on aristocratic airs and has a 

cottage in Brevis-in-Longo, Wilts. He thinks everyone is terrified of him because, given time, 

he can look up in a concordance how often Ausonius uses enim. 

 

Hoagy P. Seagull Jnr (Mundane, Ohio), a poststructuralist. All this means is that, like most of 

his students, he has no idea what any word in Latin or Greek means. Consequently, 

everything is ambiguous, ambivalent, multivalent, polyvalent, multipolyvalent and no 

conclusions about anything are permissible. This is a wonderful way of writing books which 

say nothing (= Greek idiom for 'talking rubbish'), but which appear enormously learned and 

complex. It has an added advantage – translate arma virum que cano as 'Large scotch and 

water, please, barman' and he will not be able to mark it wrong. Watch out for such 

'scholars' by the fact that they always put 'words' in (brackets), as if 'they' would rather 'not' 

use them (since ('they') do not 'mean' anything). 

 

Hermie Neutik (Cupcake, Fla.), a numerologist who, like Pythagoras, believes number holds 

the secret key to life (and literature). 

 

 



Battle commences 

 

This was how the 'discussion' went before Catullus had to be removed with a handkerchief 

stuffed in his mouth and put on the resuscitator: 

 

O'Pography: Well, it's fairly obvious, or something, that this poem was written during a cold 

spell in April, now isn't it? The sparrow obviously died unexpectedly, and we have to ask 

under what conditions that could happen? Since Catullus tells us that the sparrow lived in 

Lesbia's arms, we must assume it was to keep warm. So it must be winter. It must therefore 

have left her arms because summer was coming, and been caught by an Italian 'cold snap', 

which most commonly occurs in April. 

 

Meingott: The hunters of the Great Taplin Isle in the 3rd millennium BC sang underwater 

songs to accompany the circumcision rituals of pubescent males. None survive, but it is clear 

that Catullus 3 bears a close resemblance – grief at loss, remembrance of past pleasures, the 

consequences ('red' and 'swollen' are especially significant) all strongly suggest a ritual 

origin of that sort. 

 

Cornetto: 'Sparrow' can mean one and one thing only in this poem, as I and my revered 

master the Right Rev Prof Dr Dr Dr Dr Dr Dr Dr Flagrande (here Flagrande interjected 'Not 

enough doctorates, fool!') have demonstrated. That is, the membrum virile. References to 

Loves and Desires set the tone of the poem; we are told Lesbia adores it (here Overalls 

stirred) and that it never left her lap; we are told how it hopped about squeaking. All this 

brings strongly to mind the aroused membrum. But now it is 'dead', an obvious metaphor, 

so Lesbia is reduced to tears. 

 

Overalls: Blimey, cobber, I'll be _______. That's the biggest load of _______ ________ 

______ I hev iver heard. This is a deeply anti-fiminist poem, mate. One, it develues Lisbia by 

suggisting she is committed to a lowly enimal like a sperrow; two, it suggists she hes nothing 

bitter to do then stay et home pliying with it all day, when clearly a liberated woman would 

be out in the street protisting about the Ripe of the Sibine Wimin; three, the poem grossly 

perodies dith rituals, which were one of the most important contixts in ancient Rome where 

a woman could ixpriss her soliderity with other wimin by marching through the streets 

wailing. 

 

Type: turgiduli cannot stand. First, how could a sophisticated poet like Catullus possibly call 

his mistress' eyes 'little swellers'? Second, the word appears only here in the whole of 

Roman literature. An easy solution presents itself. Change one letter and we have the 

answer – turdiduli,'little thrushlets'. This maintains the bird-theme of the poem. True, the 

word does not occur anywhere in Latin (the footnote lists a few of the places where it does 

not occur), but the change is so easy and the meaning so unexceptional that I cannot take 



that as a serious obstacle. You may ask how a lover's eyes can be said to be like a little 

thrush let, but that is a job for you literary critics, as you call yourselves, a so-called 

'discipline' for which I have the utmost contempt. 

 

Neutik: As usual, the numbers reveal the secret. The poem has eighteen lines (=6 X 3). The 

subject is sparrow, passer, which has six letters (=6 X 1). Since the Latin for six is sex, 

Catullus is clearly hinting that passer (sex times one) stands for 'faithfulness to him alone', 

but that the purpose of the whole poem (sex times three) is to rebuke Lesbia for not being 

faithful back: she has had three lovers. The clinching proof is as follows, an almost incredible 

statistic. The first two letters of passer (pa) occur 60 times (=sex times 10); the next two (ss) 

occur 72 times (sex times 12); but the last two, er, occur 77 times, thereby breaking the 

irresistible sequence – a clear sign to Lesbia that Catullus too is about to break off the 

relationship. No wonder Catullus reserves that news for the letters er – well might he say 

'er' to himself, before he ends the relationship (last letters of passer) with Lesbia. The fact 

that her name has six letters is the final, bitter irony. 

 

Seagull: I and my research 'team' headed by 'Ms' Polly Seamy have found that er basically 

this er 'poem' is er a 'deeply' ambiguous and 'ambivalent' (statement), whose er 'meaning' is 

obscured by the er polysemiotic complexity of its 'polarities' (however), whose infinitude of 

poetic 'density', 'er', alien as it is to Iinguistico-commercial er 'norms', engages referential 

informationality in a wholly oblique er 'signifier/signified' and cypher (encoder) 

'relationship' which er. . . . 

 

(it was at this point that Catullus experienced his seizure. Thersites tells me that Seagull 

continued for another 154 pages before triumphantly concluding 'So the final meaning 

remains undetermined'). 


